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1. Introduction. Let r^2 be a fixed integer. Any positive integer n can
be uniauelv written in the form
(1)






where ＼u~]is the Integral part of the real number u. We put
s(n)=
k
I. Katai [1] proved, assuming the validity of density hypothesis for the
Riemann zeta function, that
v gf./,w r~~^ ■,-i n( - ^
kxKV}~ 21ogr J^ V (loglogx)1'3 /'
where in the sum p runs through the prime numbers. The second-named author
[6] proved, without any hypothesis, the result of Katai with an improved
remainder term
(3) o//_k^logx
＼ V log x
His method is to appeal to a simple combinatorial inequality (see Lemma in §4),








E. Heppner [2] independently proved a more general resultby making use of a
Chebyshev's inequality to the sum of independent random variables(cf.[5] p.
387,Theorem 2): Let B be a set of positiveintegers such that
































This together with (4)implies(3).
In the present paper we shallshow that the estimate (3) is also valid,in
some sense, for primes in each imaginary quadraticfieldQ(V―m), where m is
any positivesquare freeinteger.
2. Representation of integers in Q(V―m) in the scale of r. Let o be the
ring of allintegers in Q(V―m). Any aeo can be expressed in a unique way as
a + bo) (a, b<=Z),
if -m=2, 3 (mod 4),
1+V―m ･if ― m=l
and Z denotes as usual the set of all rational integers. So by means of the
expessions
a＼=a1a2-~ akClaD , ＼b＼=blb2---bkObo
given by (1), we can define coordinatewisely the representation of a go in the
scale of r: i p..
k
K≪)=max {k( ＼a |), k( I b I)} , fc(O)=l
(Xj=sgn (a)a j-{-sgn(b)bjO),
■―c/＼c＼if c^O, =0 otherwise. We define
k
s(a)=
{a+b(o＼a, b<=Z; a^Q, b^O} ,




so that Q=Jl1＼JJL2＼JJL-i＼JJLi.We denote by 18* the set of all 'digits'aj needed
for the expressions (5) of all aeJj. Then




and card <Bi=r2 (l^z'^4). So we may say that the r-adic expression (5) of aeo
is a kind of representation in the scale of r2. For any fixed /3e.Sj we denote





s(a)= 2 pF(a, $ (a£Ji)
F{a-＼-ba),c-＼-da))=F(―a-＼-ba),―c-＼-da>)
=F(―a―ba), ―c―dco)=F(a―b(D, c―dw) (a, beZ)
The norm of a=a+ba>Gd is a rationalinteger
so that for a^O
(9)
where c
if -7n=2, 3 (mod 4)





is'a constant depending only on m, since by definition
Ha)
max (log | a ＼,log ＼b＼)
log r
(weTmean that max (log 0, x)=x) and





if -m=2, 3 (mod 4),
if ―m = l (mod 4).
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3. A prime number theorem (A. Mitsui [3], [4]). An integer ato is said
to be prime if (a) is an prime ideal in Q(V―m). Let dlr 6Z be two real numbers









+ 0(x exp (-cs(log *)s/6(loglog x)-1/5)),
where h is the class number of Q(V~m) and
4 if m=l,
w= 6 if ?n=3,
2 otherwise
We note that a weaker estimate O(x/(log x)2)is sufficient for the proof of
our theorem.
4. A combinatorial lemma (I. Shiokawa [6]). Let /3X,･･-,fig be given g
symbols and let Aj be the set of all sequences of these symbols of length j'^l.
Denote by F3{a, /3)the number of any fixed symbol /3 appearing in a sequence
oc^A3'. Then for any e with 0<e<l/2 there exist a positive integer j0 inde-
pendent of e such that the number of sequences a(EAj satisfying
Fj(a, fr-j; > yi/2+e
is less that jgjexp (―c3fs) for all j"^j0, where c3 Is an absolute constant.
5. Theorem. Let ^=0, <p5=2n, <p2=&tga), ips=n, and <pA=<p2+7r. Then for

























and the 0-constant depends at most on r and m.
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Thenlby (7) and (12)
(13)
{a^o＼a: prime, N(a)^x, d^arg a^d2} ･
S s(a)= S
≪6(,'(X) /3Si£




j8 S F(a, 0)






2 log r V log x
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for allj^jo, which leads to
(16) S 1 = 0(1)+ 2 ;r^exp(-c3/0
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=0(1)+ 2 + 2 ,
)"))
where the 0-constant is uniform in e.
If we take a constant c4=c4(r) large enough and choose e= s(x,r) with
0<s<l/2 in such a way that
(logx)2£=c4loglogx
we obtain from (15) and (16)
^Dia, ≪=0≪-^f-"
This together with (13) and (14) yealds the theorem.
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